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INTRODUCTION

Thomas W. Stafford Jr.

Purpose

The Canyon Lakes Archaeological Survey was conducted to determine the number

and types of archaeological and paleontological sites within Yellowhouse Canyon

which would be impacted or endangered through the construction and flooding

activities of the Canyon Lakes Project. Once the sites were located, methods of

preservation or salvage excavations could be initiated. An additional objective

of the study was to correlate the geology at the Lubbock Lake site with the

sediments found in the area encompassed by the Canyon Lakes Archaeological Survey.

Scope

The study area for the archaeological survey was 10~ kilometers long by 250

meters wide and was limited to the Yellowhouse Canyon system within the Lubbock

city limits. No survey work was done beyond the canyon walls or on the adjacent

uplands as only the valley would be affected by construction.

The two and one half month Yellowhouse reconnaissance concentrated on

archaeological and stratigraphic objectives. The first objective was to locate

and record all archaeological and paleontological sites presently exposed on the

canyon's floor. This surface survey included both areas recently disturbed by

earth moving equipment and the existing valley surface. The surface survey is

reported in the archaeological survey section. The second objective was to estimate

the number and extent of deeply buried archaeological and paleontological deposits

withing the survey area. Backhoe trenches were cut across the canyon in Lakes 1,

2, 3, and 6 in order to accomplish this purpose. No work was done in the areas

of Lakes 4 and 5 since funds had not yet been appropriated for their construction.
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The Museum's work concentrated specifically on the archaeology, paleontology,

and geology of the proposed Canyon Lakes Project. No attempt was made to record

or research zoological, botanical, ethnological, or archival information.

Geography

Lubbock, Texas, lies on the eastern boundary of the Southern High Plains

or Llano Estacado. The Llano is a low relief, 82,000 square kilometer plateau

which is bounded on the east, north, and west by steep erosional escarpments.

It grades gradaully into the Edwards Plateau to the south. Dipping eight to ten

feet per mile southeastward, the Llano varies in elevation from 1500 meters at

San Jon, New Mexico to 800 meters at Midland, Texas. Playa Lakes are the most

dominant topographic feature. Thousands of small playa lakes and occasional

larger ones occur on the Llano Estacado. These lakes contain the only permanent

water on the Southern High Plains since no permanent streams presently flow across

the plateau. The Southern High Plains has a discontinuous, early stage drainage

oriented northwest to southeast. The area is semi-arid, receiving 40-50 centimeters

of rainfall annually. It is located in a transitional climatic zone between the

low latitude steppe and the humid subtropical (Pierce, 1975).

Yellowhouse Draw heads near Muleshoe, Texas and trends south-eastward until

it joins Blackwater Draw at Mackenzie Park in Lubbock, Texas, where it becomes

Yellowhouse Canyon (Figs. 1. 2). The Canyon continues southward forming the

North Fork of the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River. The term canyon is

used when referring to all areas of the Yellowhouse. In Lubbock, the Yellowhouse

system is bounded on the north by Loop 289, on the south by the Fort Worth and

Denver Railroad. on the east by East Loop 289 and on the west by the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad (Fig. 3).
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From its headwater to Avenue U in Lubbock, the Yellowhouse stream is an

intermittent one. Collecting runoff and groundwater, it gradually becomes a

stream up to two meters wide and one meter deep at the Fort Worth and Denver

Railroad bridge.

Summary of Field Work and Methods

The Museum of Texas Tech University conducted field work in Yellowhouse

Canyon from 28 April to 28 June 1975. Two separate methods were used in examining

the Yellowhouse system. The first and more conventional method was a surface

reconnaissance within the boundary of the Canyon Lakes Project. For two weeks,

the Canyon Lakes area was walked in order to collect and record artifacts and bone

from the surface. Beginning in Lake 6 and working progressively northwestward

toward Lake, 1 thirteen sites were recorded.

Because a surface survey is limited to a two dimensional area, the survey

reveals nothing about sites deeply buried within the valley alluvium. A limited

glimpse into deeper deposits was obtained in Lakes 1 and 2, and Lake 6 east of

Quirt Avenue. In each of these areas the city had removed up to four feet of soil

in preparing the lake basins. Archaeological and paleontological deposits of even

greater depth were suspected because of research at the nearby Lubbock Lake site

(Fig. 4). Yellowhouse sediments 6-8 meters below the surface have yielded significant

faunal and prehistoric cultural material from the past 12,000 years (Black, 1974).

Preliminary testing in Lake 6 during April 1975 showed geologic deposits similar

to the Lubbock Lake site. Noting the two preceding examples~ it seemed justifiable

to use a second reconnaissance method of subsurface exploration. For this work,

a three man crew used a Case 580B, 18 foot extendable backhoe for two months to

dig a series of 25 trenches across Yellowhouse Canyon (Figs. 5. 6, 7). Omitting
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Lakes 4 and 5, field work began in Lake 1 and continued systematically towards

Lake 6. The first two lakes were the most intensely studied. The water table

was very high in Lakes 3 and 6, and Lake 1 also had a thick cover of modern fill.

At 5 meters the trenching penetrated sediments 13,000 years old; however, deeper

and older sediments were beyond the reach of the backhoe. Each trench was located

on I" = 100' scale topographic maps provided by the City of Lubbock. Geologic

sections were described and sediment samples were taken for each trench. The

geologic cross sections in this report are based on these geologic descriptions and

soil samples. Because a surface archaeological survey can evaluate only the contents

of approximately the top six inches of soil, the subsurface exploration produced

a far more accurate estimate of the archaeological and paleontological resources

within the Yellowhouse Canyon.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Charles A. Johnson II

Archaeological Survey

At least 16 preliminarily designated archaeological sites have been discovered

scattered the length of the Yellowhouse system within the area of the Canyon Lakes

Project. The cultural resources within the upper 1~ miles of the project between

Loop 289 and Avenue U are of most concern.

This includes the land modification areas of Lakes 1 and 2 (Figs. 8 & 9).

Throughout the rest of the project area the resources either: (1) are sparse,

scattered, and relatively insignificant compared to those north of Avenue U

or south of the project area; (2) remain obscured by vegetation, tornado cleanup

debris or other construction and man-made fills; (3) have been removed or

obliterated by quarrying and other construction activities over the last 25-50

years; or (4) remain deeply buried by sediments even much below the depths of

current or proposed earth moving and construction activities.

At least six archaeological sites (possibly several more) are located within

the limited area of most concern. It is often difficult to delimit anyone

particular site. In some instances, surface indications suggest a different degree

of separation between designated sites than do subsurface investigations. In other

cases, there are varying amounts of spatial overlap of temporally separated and

distinguishable cultural remains. This condition has previously been disclosed

in the immediate area of the Lubbock Lake site just to the northwest of the Canyon

Lake Project. It appears that although several "sites" have been tentatively

delimited, it is more correct to refer to and view the area as an arcaheological/

historical site complex.

The following is a brief description of the resources which are or will be

impacted by the construction activities within the area. Deposits containing
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extremely large quantities of butchered bison remains and lithic artifacts closely

approximate the position of the pool level excavations indicated in the figures.

Must of these deposits have already been removed during pond excavation. They are,

in fact, the deposits and remains which first attracted attention to the archaeological

potential of the project area. If they had not been uncovered by construction

activites. the potential would only have been assumed by comparison with the

Lubbock Lake site area. It is now known that a wide variety of cultural materials

are associated with these bone beds. Although these materials are most heavily

concentrated in the area of 41LU35 between Marshall and University Avenues, they

are also found to the north and south of that area. In addition, several locales

of culture bearing deposits (41LU38, 41LU45, 41LU46, 41LU47) have been discovered

which are not necessarily directly connected with the bone bed deposits of

41LU26, 41LU28, and 41LU35.

The sites designated 41LU45 and 41LU46 are apparently single co~ponent middle

Archaic and Neo-American sites, respectively. These two sites, as well as 41LU47

(a multi-component Archaic to Neo-American site), are located only partially within

project boundaries, the rest being on privately owned land. In addition, 41LU47

has been considerably, if not completely, disturbed by private cut and fill and

other construction activities. Sites have been reported to underlie the several

feet of fill used to landscape the baseball facilites and Campfire Girls' headquarters

building in Hodges Park. All of these sites, however, are either in no known

danger of disturbance or are now preserved by overlying fill material.

During the excavations of the upper Lake 2 area, the surface of the western

slopes of 41LU35 was stripped away. This revealed a very extensive living surface

including hearths, pits, chipping stations, and other activity areas in association

with a large quantity of lithic, ceramic, and bone artifiacts. Projectile points,

butchering tools, and other artifacts are also commonly found in the surface
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exposure of the bone bed(s) in the lower valley part of this area. Both general

and controlled surface collections were made in the 41LU35 area along with test

excavations. A sample of the artifact distribution on a 25X25 meter portion of

this surface is displayed in the scatter plot of Fig. 10. In addition, several

collectors have been recovering artifacts from the site for varying lengths of time.

These collections have been inspected; and amateur collections from other localities

in and near the project area were recorded as well.

An example of the quantity of artifacts recovered by collectors is displayed

in Figs. 11-21. The circled artifacts are from 41LU35, and are reputedly only

part of the projectile points from the site found by one collector. At least one

collector is said to have an even greater number of artifacts from 41LU35 and

surrounding sites. Artifacts recently recovered in the early stages of either

surface collection or test excavation are displayed in Figs.

Artifacts recovered thus far from 41LU35 appear to represent most if not all

of the last 12,000 years of human occupation on the Southern High Plains. The

major cultural divisions are the Paleoindian, Archaic, and Neo-American periods.

A variety of cultural material has been recovered from the site from within these

time periods. The Paleoindian period is represented by projectile points of

several types. In approximate order of age, these points include the following

types: Clovis, Folsom Midland, Agate Basin, Plainview and Firstview. The Archaic

period is represented by projectile points of Angostura-like, Bulverde and/or

Nolan-like. Pandale and/or Travis-like, Pedernales. Marcos, Ellis and/or Elam-like,

Ensor and Darl types. The Neo-American period is represented by Scallorn, Perdiz,

Garza. Lott, Harrell, and Washita point types. A large and varied assortment of

ceramics, bone, and lithic tools were also recovered from the Neo-American period.

Ceramics cover a number of types including: Bullard Brushed from the Caddoan

culture areas of eastern Texas: El Paso brown-wares and Apachean pottery from North
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and Western Texas; and Chupadero Black-on-White, Puebloan polychrome, glazed,

and utility wares from New Mexico. Besides the wide variety of stone projectile

points, various kinds of knives, scrapers, awls, drills, gravers, spokeshaves,

grinding implements (manos, metates, pestles and mortars), hammerstones, choppers,

and picks were found. Bone tools and decorations, such as awls, rasps, hammers,

fleshers and tubular beads were also recovered. In addition, 41LU35 along with

41LU26 and 41LU28 are distinctive with the very large amounts of butchered animal

bones (bison, antelope, horse, wolf) which they contain. These sites are among

the most extensive kill and processing areas known or recorded in this area of

the Plains.

Although cultural resources to be impacted are probably located throughout the

valley area between North Loop 289 and Avenue U. there are basically three subareas

which require the most concentrated immediate attention. Specifically, these areas

will be affected directly or indirectly by further excavation, construction, or

land modification work. These are the areas on both sides of Dams land 2, and

the area between Marshall and University Avenues. The former are included primarily

because planned land excavation has not yet been. but will be. carried out in the

areas immediately adjacent to the dams. The latter is especially important because

it is an area of especially concentrated cultural remains and additional land

excavation or alteration remains to be done. In addition. the 41LU35 locality

contains large areas which have already been directly impacted but are at least

partially intact and preservable. This site needs protection from both secondary

natural and modern cultural impact.

Areas already altered, damaged, or destroyed are marked on Figs. 8 & 9.

The areas of primary interest are those indicated by the diagonal pattern corresponding

approximately to the pond level boundaries. Within these areas, great amounts

of bone and other cultural material have heen disclosed. The vast majority of these
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deposits have already been removed by large mechanical scrapers. The density of

material varied but as far as was seen, the greatest concentrations were: 1) in

the area immediately north of Dam 1; 2) in the area northwest of a north-south line

running through the Manicape11i house; and 3) in the area extending from approximately

150 meters to 500 meters southeast of University Avenue. In the other areas,

material was not as concentrated but was obviously present in quantities. As

will be further discussed, only a small portion of these deposits and their included

materials remain to be preserved in any manner.

In the immediate vicinity of Dam 1, there are approximately 5000 - 7000

square meters of material-bearing deposits which will be disturbed or destroyed

by further land modification activities. The deposits exposed and tested indicate

at least one and possibly two bone beds, probably limited to the upper 50 -75 cm

of the deposits. The bone beds appear to be scattered throughout the area. Bones

from butchered animals or other indications of cultural occupation have been

recovered from lower, older deposits, in the same area but will not be affected by

further earth-moving.

On both sides of Dam 2, extensive and dense concentrations of butchered bone

and cultural materials have been exposed. Current construction activities have

exposed these materials and precluded any extensive testing of this area. There

are probably at least two different bone beds present here in the upper levels.

Cultural material has also been found in at least two of the lower strata. Remains

of both mammoth (Elaphas co1umbj.) and extinct bison (~ison antiquus) were recovered

from the lower strata. Noticeable quantities of these materials were removed and/or

destroyed during the construction of the dam. Some quantity of butchered bone was

recovered from the backdirt plIes from the dam foundation excavation. It is

estimated that there may be from 8,000 -10,000 square meters of culture-bearing

deposits in this area. The most directly impacted deposits of concern are 1 - 2
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meters thick. As in the area of Dam 1, it is not known what the impact will

be on the lower materials. The upper deposits have been indicated to be scheduled

for removal.

The locality of most notable significance is 41LU35, between Marshall Avenue

to the north and University Avenue to the south. Within this area, the densest

concentration of cultural material presently subject to impact is to the west and

north of a north - south line drawn through the Manicapelli house. The site has

been known to local collectors for as long as 30 years.

A cursory examination of this area was made several months before the contracted

archaeological survey began. At that time, large quantities of butchered bone

from the disturbed bone beds were observed. Very little of any other definitely

archaeological material (lithics, ceramics, etc.) was observed or recovered. Since

little if any further landscape alteration was immediately imminent, a representative

bone sample was taken and the site recorded as possessing great but unobserved

and thus unprovable potential. Between this initial observation and the time of

the survey. several factors were involved in disclosing what is presently known

of the contents and significance of the locality.

4lLU26 and 41LU28 bracket 4lLU35. At these localities, the slopes of the

canyon had mostly been modified by pre-Canyon Lakes Project quarrying or debris

dumping. Additionally. except in the areas immediately adjoining the dams, much

or most of the central basin deposits had been removed before construction schedules

shifted earthmoving activities elsewhere. In the area of 4lLU35, the valley slopes

were not so thoroughly destroyed or obscured, nor were the valley bottom deposits

as deeply or thoroughly removed as in the other areas. The slopes at this site,

especially the southern and western ones. were apparently cleared off to approximately

the level of the archaeologically significant original surface. Equipment activity

h~d :1150 apparently covered almost everything with a coating of dust or a thin

layer of fill. Therefore, most of the archaeological material was not observable

during the initial inspection. Preceeding the second visit, precipitation and
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and runoff from two thundershowers washed off some slope and basin bottom areas

and eroded others. Large quantities of butchered bone, fire burned/cracked rock

(hearthstones), numerous hearths, and an abundance of artifacts were exposed.

Both the slopes and the valley bottom were areas of intensive cultural

occupation at several different Limes. About half of the valley bottom deposits

wcrc dost royed or removed by t he heavy machinery operations prior to the

archaeological survey. The remaining recoverable material lies mostly in the

northern and eastern half of the flood pool limits and also outside these limits

in the northeastern zone of 41LU35 near and including the western half of the KLFB

radio station grounds. In this latter area, preservation will be effected by

placing filIon top of the deposits. Present plans are for this fill to be obtained

by removing much of the remaining culture-bearing deposits within the pool limits.

The extent of the remaining deposits vary between 0 and 1 meter.

The cultural materials contained in the deposits mantling the valley slopes

are quite significant. These ~Iterials are predominantly of Archaic and Neo-

American age. Numerous hearths. chipping stations, and other activity areas have

been exposed on the western slopes. In addition. limited archaeological testing

has already exposed one area of multiple and intrusive storage and fire-pits

with associated cultural materials. This portion of 41LU35 is presently exposed

to erosion. and other disturbances, but is not scheduled for further earth removal.

Shallowly buried. exposed terraces or land surfaces, and older sediments are

located on the eastern side of the valley. in the area of the Manicapelli house

and its outbuildings. These areas are believed to be the deposits originally

containing the Paleoindian artifacts found on the surface just south of the house.

The much lower, more deeply buried disposition of the Paleoindian age deposits

elsewhere seem to preclude other source deposits areas.

A cursory inspection of the historical records reveals that the site area

may have been the location of a Comanche village which existed in the canyon in
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in the late 1800's. The village was abandoned after a skirmish with u.s. Cavalry

troops. 41LU35 may also be the location where buffalo hunters killed perhaps as

many as 6500 bison during the late 1800's. It may also be the location in which

one or more dugout shelters existed. The first supposition is supported by the

large quantity of late Neo-American points found at 41LU35, 41LU45 and 41LU46.

The second situation is supported by evidence recovered from the northwestern part

of 41LU28. At this site, at least two bone beds were exposed and then largely

removed by earth moving equipment. Bones from the lower bed displayed evidence

of butchering and were associated with some lithic artifacts. Those from the

upper bed, however, evidenced no signs of aboriginal butchering and at least one

bone appears to have a bullet hole in it. The third is the least supported

possibility and is currently based only on hearsay.
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GEOLOGIC SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thomas W. Stafford Jr.

General Geology

The base of the Southern High Plains consists of Traissic and Cretaceous

rocks. Unconsolidated Pliocene alluvium of the Couch and Bridwell formation

overlie the Cretaceous and form the bulk of the Llano Estacado. The caliche

caprock of the Southern High Plains formed on the late Pliocene Bridwell and

caps the Llano Estacado as a resistant plateau. From the Late Pliocene to Early

Pleistocene, extensive basins were eroded into the caprock and filled with the

Blanco sediments. Late Pleistocene and Holocene alluvium rests discomformably

upon the Blanco.

Although detailed geology is known for small areas of the Yellowhouse

system, the majority of the canyon remains unstudied. The most recent research

in the area is by Johnson (1974), Pierce (1975), and Compton (1975).

Yellowhouse Canyon is one of several valleys cut into the caprock caliche

and Blancan dolomite. It was cut sometime between post-Blancan and Late Pleistocene

times. To date, no evidence exists to more precisely determine when the canyon

formed. Originally a 250 meter wide, U-shaped valley with over 12 meters of relief.

Yellowhouse Canyon has filled with over 6408 meters of alluvium in the last 13,000

years. The aggrading sedimentation continues to the present and has varied

between stream, lake, marsh, and aeolian deposition.

Stratigraphy

The Mesozoic and Cenozoic age sediments underlying the Llano Estacada are

shown in Fig. 22. Appendix B describes in detail the Quaternary stratigraphy of

the Yellowhouse Canyon.
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Only three geologic formations were encountered in the study area: the

Pliocene Bridwell; the Pleistocene Blanco; and the unnamed late Pleistocene and

Holocene valley alluvium.

The upper Pliocene Bridwell Formation is occasionally found in the deepest

trenches and is a fluvial, yellowish-red clay, sand and channel gravel. The caliche

caprock is developed at its top.

The Early Pleistocene Blanco formation (01) rests disconformably upon the

Bridwell. The Blanco formation is a lacustrine sequence of gray to olive massive

sands with fresh water limestones, clays, and rare diatomite. In Yellowhouse

Canyon. the Blanco forms the local bedrock for the overlying Holocene sediments.

Lying disconformably between the Blanco and the Late Pleistocene sediments

is a white indurated, very well sorted fluvial sand and gravel (02) located only

twice in the Canyon Lakes Project area. This deposit is unfossiliferous, less

than two feet thick, and datable no more accurately than post Blancan/pre Late

Pleistocene. Where found. it covered an area less than 36 meters square.

In Yellowhouse Canyon, the Late Quaternary valley alluvium rests disconformably

upon the Blanco sands and dolomite. The oldest Yellowhouse sediments identified

to date are a series of white to tan sands and channel gravels designated Stratum

1. This deposit is from a meandering stream.

Stratum I was deposited between 12,500 and 11.000 years ago and contains

Clovis period artifacts, as well as extinct horse, camel, mammoth and bison

remains. The lowest subunit is 1A. a basaJ river dolomite and caliche gravel.

Conformable above 1A is 1B, a fluvial fine to medium sand. Substratum 1B is locally

rich in gastropods and fresh water clams. Substratum IC is the top most clay and

clayey sand unit. It was deposited during waning flood stages. Stratum 1 is

confined to the lowest elevations of the Yellowhouse. and subsequently was often

too deep to be reached by the backhoe.
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Following the fluvial period of Stratum 1, an extensive lake and marsh system

developed. These sediments are designated Stratum 2. When dry, Stratum 2 can

be divided into 2A (diatomite), 2B (diatomaceous earth), and 2C (fossil marsh

or cienega). However, when wet, 2A and 2B are indistinguishable and 2A/B must

be used. Samples of pure diatomite (2A) have been collected from long exposed

back dirt piles; however, the precise aerial extent of 2A is unknown. Substratum

2A/B is a black, highly organic clay and silt at the valley center grading shoreward

into a colluvial brown sandy gravel. It is locally rich in gastropods, pelecypods,

small mammal bones and extinct bison (Bison antiquus).

Conformable with 2A/B is the terminal marsh deposit (2C), a black mud rich

in aquatic plant fragments. Stratum 2 is found the entire width and length of

the valley study area. In certain trenches a soil horizon has developed on 2C,

and steeply dipping erosional surfaces are present.

Disconformably overlying 2C is 2F, an olive sand and gravel which contains

numerous remains of Bison antiquus. This unit grades from a clayey fine to medium

sand at the valley's center to a 20 cm diameter cobble bed towards the canyon

edge. Substratum 2F has a seemingly conformable contact with substratum 2C in

the valley center. However, the 2F unit has cut a half meter deep and wide

gulley into 2C toward the valley edge, proving a definite disconforrnity between

2C and 2F.

The olive sand and cobbles are in disconformable contact with the overlying

3A/B. Substratum 3A/B is a white to light gray silt-clay unit in the valley center.

It grades laterally into a brown pebbly sand towards the basin edge. It is rarely

fossiliferous, contains terrestrial snails and is heavily burrowed (less than 1mm

diameter).

A paleosol, 3C, is present on 3A/B. It is an unfossilirerous, very dark

gray, clayey silt with disconforrnable upper and lower contacts.
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Substratum 4A is an olive, clayey, fine to medium sand with gravel lenses.

Texturally it is quite similar to substratum 2F. It contains few fossils and is

limited to the lower valley elevations. It often shows one half centimeter

thick laminations of alternating coarse sand and clay.

Substratum 4B is conformable with 4A and is a brown, calcareous, clayey,

find sand which has a well developed Cca soil horizon (caliche). Part of 4B

appears to be an oxidized 4A. Towards the valley edge, 4B becomes more sandy and

reddish in color.

A soil which developed at the top of Stratum 4 was designated 4C. It is

a dark grayish brown, silty fine sand representing an ancient Al soil horizon.

Geologic Discoveries and Interpretations

The geological work for the archaeological survey in Yellowhouse Canyon used

the stratigraphic nomenclature of Johnson (1974) (Appendix B) and the Lubbock Lake

site, 41LU1, as the geologic type section (Fig. 4).

The basic hypothesis for the geologic work was as follows: If the same

stratigraphy was found throughout the Yellowhouse system as occurred at the Lubbock

Lake site, the canyon south of 41LU1 should contain equally large archaeological and

paleontologic.al deposits. This hypothesis was proven true, for the stratigraphy

continues without change through Lake 6 and undoubtedly further south. Hester

et al. (1972) in work near Clovis, New Mexico, showed conclusively the sedimentary

environments changed vertically through time; however, for a specific time period,

each stratum was continuous over distances exceeding 100 miles. The local continuity

of the stratigraphy is exemplified by finding no new strata in the 10~ kms of

canyon studied south of the Lubbock Lake site.

The areal continuity of the stratigraphy is determined by comparing geologic

sections from the center of the canyon, since the center of any depositional

trough will have the least variation. However, in trenches cutting across the
valley, numerous cross sections were studied which showed tremendous lithologic
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variations from the center to the edge of the valley.

Some of the more significant facies changes are given below. First, Stratum

2 changes color in both vertical and horizontal sections. In the valley center,

the base of Stratum 2 is black, grading upward to brown at the top. Horizontally,

Stratum 2 changes from black at its base in the valley center to brown near the

canyon walls. Secondly, in the center of the valley, Stratum 2 is a silty clay.

With increasing distance away from the center towards the valley edge, Stratum

2 gradually becomes coarser in texture. The sand and pebble content increases,

until at the valley edge it is a cobbley, pebbley sand.

Though best seen in Stratum 2, the coarsening in texture toward the canyon

walls is a characteristic facies change for every strata in the Yellowhouse system.

These drastic facies changes demonstrate the difficulty of correlating trenches on

the valley edge with one in the center unless a continuous cut is made between

the two. Once a profile is drawn and the facies described across the canyon,

it can be used as a model in later work. This is important since the greatest

chance for finding archaeological remains is along the valley edge, where it is

the most difficult to determine the stratigraphic position of each stratum.

Significant progress was made in establishing an absolute chronology for the

stratigraphic and ecological succession from 13,000 years B.P. to the present.
14Four separate strata produced samples datable by Carbon A fossil tree limb

was recovererl from the top of Stratum 1, and black, highly organic muds were

collected at the base of Stratum 2. The fossil tree limb was radiocarbon dated

at 11,104+ 83 B.P. (SMU 263). The top soil horizon of substratum 3Cwas

sampled to date the 3/4 boundary. Finally, abundant hearths in substratum 5A

at 41LU35 have yielded datable charcoal to cross reference ages tentatively

suggested by artifacts.
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At 41LU35, Paleoindian artifacts had been collected, but preliminary geology

showed the contemporaneous Strata 1 and 2 to lie 2 meters or more below the present

valley surface. Subsequent geological research showed a terrace of Blancan dolomite

beneath the Manicapelli house extending to 41LU35. This wide terrace, now the same

elevation as the modern valley, would have been an excellent living area during

Folsom and Clovis time.

To determine the successive changes in climate from 13,000 years to the present,

fossil pollen and snail samples were taken. Two areas were sampled, the first in

Lake 1, the second in Lake 6. The samples are still being analyzed. The snail/pollen

sequence in Lake 1 extends from lA to 3C and contains high percentages of snails

in every strata. A very rare circumstance, it is important since it enables analysis

of a single vertical profile and cancels error inherent in using a composite vertical

sequence collected from a number of separate localities.

From Lake 6 north, all the fossil plant material has been altered by replacement

with calcite and silica, producing hard, white, plant remains. In Lake 6, trench

No. 22 was dug through Stratum 2 and well preserved, unaltered plant material

was recovered. The reason for the difference in plant preservation is that north

of Lake 6, Stratum 2 has been above the water table while the sediments beneath

Lake 6 have been enclosed within the water table since their deposition approximately

13,000 years ago. Complete and constant submergence in the phreatic zone, a reducing

environment, has preserved the plant remains in their natural state. A fluctuating

water table in the upper canyon exposed the plant debris to an oxidizing environment

in the vadose zone shown by the calcification and silicification. Fig. 23 shows the

ground water table in relation to the modern surface.

The final major geological discovery was the pattern of erosional surfaces

and disconformities throughout the valley fill. Anyone contact may appear both

conformable and disconformable depending where the profile is located in the valley.
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From the cenler towards the canyon wall, a contact will change from a gradual

boundary to an abrupt disconformable one. This is an important observation because

it affects where disconformities are drawn in the geologic section showing erosional

periods or gaps in time.

Importance of Geology as an

Archaeological Survey Technique

Until recently, most archaeological surveys have been synonomous with a

surface reconnaissance and collection of artifacts. However, in the Canyon Lakes

survey, only two weeks were spent on surface work while eight weeks were devoted

to an intensive, geologically oriented, subsurface investigation. Since the

subsurface survey required a larger crew, took four time longer, required heavy

equipment, and cost several times more than a surface survey, some explanation

should be made in justifying the use of such elaborate and expensive techniques.

In examining the ground on a surface survey, an investigator collects artifacts

representative of generally no more than the top 15 - 20 em of soil. This technique

might be adequate on the uplands surrounding the Yellowhouse Draw where the soil

is often less than 30 cm thick and lies directly upon dolomite and caliche bedrock.

The important dLf fererice for this survey is that the Canyon Lakes Project lies in

a river valley. Though many streams flow across bedrock, or have insignificantly

thin alluvial deposits, preliminary geologic research showed Yellowhouse Canyon to

be filled with a thick section of sediments replete with human and faunal prehistory.

The above statement was established using research from the Lubbock Lake site

(41LU1) in Lubbock, Texas, and Clovis Type Site. Blackwater Draw #1 near Clovis.

New Mexico. Recent publications on the archaeology and geology of these sites,

Black (1974) and Hester et al. (1972), show conclusively that fossil and archaeological

deposits to 13,000 years B.P. occur in the top 6 meters of valley alluvium in both
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Yellowhouse and Blackwater Draws. A smaller excavation, the Marks Beach site in

Lamb County, Texas, shows similar deeply stratified Paleo indian deposits.

Before completing a model for the canyon's geology, backhoe trenches were

dug in Lake 6 during April 1975. In those excavations, sediments identical to

exposures at the Lubbock Lake site were encountered. This prelimiary trenching

corroborated the hypotheses that the Yellowhouse Canyon is a valley deeply incised

into Blancan bedrock and that the top 6 meters of alluvium contains cultural and

faunal deposits from the last 13,000 years. It also confirms the fact that the

stratigraphy in the Blackwater-Portales-Yellowhouse Draw Complex is nearly identical

from west of Clovis, New Mexico at least as far southeast as Lubbock, Texas.

A surface survey in the valley covering the top of soil could not accurately

estimate the archaeological potential throughout 15 cm of buried prehistory. The

only solution for evaluating the deeper deposits is to use geological methods.

The backhoe trenching enabled 4.5 meters of sediments to be examined, improving

ten-fold the accuracy in estimating the valley's archaeological content.

In the geological investigations, the geology of every trench was described

and recorded and the walls examined for bone and artifacts. After analyzing the

geologic data, the ancient topography and geomorphology were constructed for the lake

and stream periods. Such reconstructions enable the location of ancient shorelines,

beaches, stream channels, and terraces. Using the stratigraphic position of bone

beds in conjunction with the paleotopographic data. two prelimiary probability

models were drawn (Figs. 24, 25) which compare the percentage of bone and artifacts

found for each stratum and the probability model of the archaeological resources.

and as examples of data obtainable only from geologic research. the following

illustrations are given.

Establishing the Stratigra~

To definitely correlate sediments beneath Lakes 1-6 with those of known age
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(eg. The Lubbock Lake site), a series of trenches perpendicular to the valley is

necessary. This technique establishes unequivocally the lithology, facies changes,

and exact chronological sequence of the valley alluvium. Without the stratigraphic

correlation of the vertical alluvial succession, further research would be impossible.

Valley Cross Section

The probability of finding bone beds seems related to whether the canyon wall

slope is a small acute angle or nearly vertical (Fig. 25). Although the general

bedrock/valley alluvium conta('t can be drawn from photographs or topographic maps,

the buried canyon wall's slope must be determined by trenching.

In straight stretches of the canyon and most of Lake 6, both sides of the

canyon dip steeply. In Lakes 1 and 2 where Yellowhouse Canyon has pronounced

curves, the outer wall of the curve is nearly vertical while the inside curve

gradually slopes downward (Fig. 26). The importance of this observation is

substantiated at the Lubbock Lake site where the majority of the artifacts and

bone beds are restricted to the inside curve of the Paleoindian stream.

Stratigraphic Dip

The slope of each stratum within Yellowhouse Canyon is related to the geometry

of the Blancan bedrock surface. Though all the beds dip toward the valley center

forming a trough, the dip is parallel with the gradually sloping Blancan surface

on the inside curves and at an acute angle to the steep valley walls on the outside

curves (Fig. 26). In a cross section from Lakes 1 to 6, the strata have the same

gradient as does the modern valley floor (Fig. 23).

Paleotopogr~

One of the most important results from the geologic work is a paleotopographic

map (Fig. 27). This can be drawn using elevations for the Blancan bedrock, slope of

the valley sediments, and the changes in lithology from the center to the edge of
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the canyon. On a paleo topographic map, the depositional environments of the lake,

marsh, or stream system can be indicated. One can then plot where beach, shoreline,

back swamp, flood plain and channel deposits would be found during any stratigraphic

time. The ability to locate these deposits is important because the location of

kill, butchering, and living surfaces is directly dependent on the proximity to

a specific depositional environment.

Terraces

Although the canyon wall dips continuously towards the valley center in most

cross sections, and occasional broad horizontal terrace is found midway down the

canyon slope. At 41LU35, a large terrace was identified near the Manicapelli

house (Figa 27 & 28). Such a terrace would afford an ideal living area during

Paleoindian times. It would also explain why Early Man artifacts can be found

on the modern surface while the contemporaneous Clovis stream and Folsom lake

sediments are buried two or three meters deeper.

Probability of Habitation

The principal objective of this survey was to estimate the archaeological

potential of Yellowhouse Canyon. This was partly accomplished by the actual

discovery or artifacts and culturally modified bone. Equally important is assigning

probabilities where habitation or kill sites may exist in over-all areas of the

canyon. Using the previous five points, especially paleotopography, it can be

hypothesized that for the lake and stream periods (Strata 1 and 2), the least likely

area for cultural resources is the valley center, whereas the most likely area is

the gradually dipping, inside curve of the valley (Fig. 25). Strata 3 and 4 are

not sufficiently fossiliferous to make generalizations on their resource distributions.

The bone and artifact distribution for Stratum 5 is very different than Strata 1 or 2.

In Stratum S. the greatest concentration of bone lies in the center of the valley

with an extensive habitation area on the upper valley slope above the valley floor.
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The relative cultural content of each stratum compared to another is shown on Fig.

10. Using the slope of the sediments, the valley's bedrock profile, and the

detailed lithologic descriptions, an approximation was made of the paleogeomorphology

and the depositional environments present. The final conclusions on the most

promising areas for research were made using previous archaeological and ethnographic

knowledge of aboriginal hunting and living practices in conjunction with the

paleotopographic and geomorphic reconstructions.

Conclusions For Geologic Investigations

This report has shown the success of using geology in conjunction with standard

archaeological survey techniques to evaluate the cultural resources of Yellowhouse

Canyon, Lubbock, Texas. It has also shown the need for requiring a geological

survey in any valley on the Llano Estacado where major construction projects are

planned. The effectiveness of geology in this report is marked, having providing

over 80% of the data.

The Lubbock Lake site was used as a preliminary geological and archaeological

model for Yellowhouse Canyon. This survey shows the stratigraphy from the Lubbock

Lake site through Lake 6 to be identical, and the cultural and paleontological

material to be 10 to 20 times more abundant than expected.

The stratigraphic units vary widely in their paleontological and archaeological

content. Each unit must be assessed individually. The Clovis-aged Stratum 1 was

inadequately tested because it lay beyond the backhoe's capabilities.

Stratum 2 contained five major Bison antiquus bone beds, from 10,000 to 8,000

years old. and numerous single occurrences of bone. Unfortunately, insufficient

work was done to conclusively determine whether all these concentrations were

kill sites or natural deaths. Those examined appeared to represent kill sites.

An 8,000 to 7,000 year old olive sand lying upon Stratum 2 (2F) produced two

large Bison antiquu§ bone beds, including a completely articulated juvenile. It

could not be proven whether the animals died naturally or were butchered.
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Stratum 3 and 4 contained only ten bones from the 25 trenches. These strata

are the most unfossiliferous of all the units examined.

The upper part of Stratum 5 contained the greatest concentration of bone

and artifacts of any stratum in Yellowhouse Canyon. The Neo-American Bison bison

kill site in SC extends almost continuously from the Lubbock Lake site to at least

Dam 2. An extensive living area associated with the kill was found at 41LU35

between Marshall and University Avenues.

The final archaeological evaluation for the Canyon Lakes area shows the entire

valley to be an archaeological complex of numerous sites showing continual frequenting

by man and animals for the past 13,000 years.

The most complete geological testing was in Lakes 1 and 2. The high water table

in Lake 6 as well as deep fill in Lake 3 precluded their detailed investigations.

However, the major geologic sequences are known for the entire Lake 1 through 6 area.

Following its formation during Medial Pleistocene time, Yellowhouse Canyon

began filling with meandering stream sediments at least 13,000 years ago. From 11,000

to 10,000 years ago, a lake and marsh environment existed in the canyon. A thick,

marly, silty clay of unknown origin followed until 7,000 years B.P. Stream and

winds sediments were deposited until 1,000 years B.P. The stratigraphic sequence

terminates with the modern intermittent stream and marsh. Paleosols and disconformities

are found throughout the section.

Geologjc cross sections show the areas most likely to contain artifacts and bone

to the the inside curves of the river where the Blancan bedrock dips gradually

downward. Straight segments of the canyon, as Lake 6, contain the least cultural

and faunal material.

Yellowhouse Canyon is part of an ancient drainage system crossing the Llano

Estacado. This drainage system is now represented by intermittent streams flowing

through valleys half to three quarters filled with alluvium. These continually
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aggrading valleys are the most ideal archaeological, paleontological, and geological

field laboratories because they contain a virtually unbroken sequence of natural

history from 13,000 B.P. to the present. They are a natural resource that must

be protected from random destruction.

Recommendations

After two and one half months of field work in Yellowhouse Canyon by The

Museum of Texas Tech University, two recommendations can be made. The first is the

necessity for immediate archaeological excavations within Lakes 1 and 2. The second

is the need to test deeply buried bone beds and obtain Carbon14 dates to establish

the stratigraphic chronologies.

Archaeological excavations are necessary in three areas of the Canyon Lakes

Project. The first site. 41LU28, is adjacent to Dam 2. A 10,000-12,000 year old

~ison anti9uu~ bone bed with associated mammoth has been uncovered at this site.

The second site, 41LU26, is a Neo-American Bison bison kill site in the lower half

of Lake 1. The largest and most important site warranting emergency excavation is

41LU35. a multi-component locality between Marshall and University Avenues. This

site includes: a) a Neo-American living surface on the west and southern valley

sides: b) a Neo-American and Historic Bison bison kill and butchering station on

the valley floor; and c) a Paleoindian terrace yielding 12,000 to 8,000 year old

artifacts. The archaeological work should include: (1) test excavations to establish

the areal extent and depth of each site; (2) salvage excavation over one per cent

of the study area; and (3) a written report of the archaeological research.

Three major, deeply buried, bison bone beds were found in Stratum 2. All

three lie within either Lake 1 or 2 and date between 1.000 and 7,000 years B.P.

Heavy machinery is necessary to open an area large enough to collect a sample of

the bones and search for evidence of butchering. And, finally, funds are needed

for radiocarhon dates to absolutely establish the sedimentary chronology from Stratum
1 through 5.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY

Thomas W. Stafford Jr.

alluvial - related to or composed of alluvium, deposited by running water or a
stream

alluvium - unconsolidated detritus such as sand, gravel, or clay deposited by a
stream during recent geological time.

bed - a synonym of stratum or layer; a sedimentary unit separable from upper and
lower deposits by distinctive boundaries, and internally homogeneous in
lithology.

calcification - replacement or cementation by calcium carbonate (CaC03), generally
associated with soil genesis.

caliche - soil unit developed by leaching of calcium carbonate and its accumulation
below the surface; typical of arid to semi-arid climates.

cienega - marshy area caused by springs or seepage with standing water and abundant
vegetation.

conformable - referring to strata showing an unbroken sequence of deposition with
no gaps in time or sedimentation.

contact - a plane or irregular boundary between two different ages or lithologies
of rocks.

colluvium - alluvium deposited by surface runoff and sheet erosion, usually at
the bottom of a slope.

diatomite - deposit of a single cell plant (algae) that secretes a silica shell;
characteristic of lakes.

disconformity - a plane or irregular surface between two rocks or sediment units
that represents a period of extensive erosion or non deposition;
a hiatus in the geologic history.

dolomite - variety of limestone; Ca(Mg, Fe)(C03)2.

fauna - animal population of an area environment or\time period.

formation - a body of sedimentary rock with a distinctive, internal lithology;
the basic unit of rock stratigraphic nomenclature in geology.

geomorphology - study of the origin, description, nature, classification, and
development of modern land forms and their relationships with
underlying features.

Holocene - time period from end of the Pleistocene to present; approximately
10.000 to 8,000 B.P. to present.



lacustrine - pertaining to lakes.

lithology - the description of sedimentary rocks or sediments as to their mineral
size, composition, color, and internal structure.

oxidizing - referring to the presence of abundant oxygen which enables decay of
organics or "rusting" of metals.

paleogeography - study and construction of the geography of ancient times.

paleosol - an ancient soil, usually buried by later deposits.

paleotopography - topography of an ancient surface at a specific time in the
geologic past.

paludal - pertaining to a marsh.

phreatic - soil totally saturated with water; the water table.

reducing - lacking any oxygen; such environments are very favorable to preservation
of organic remains.

sediments - fragments of other rock transported by wind, water, or gravity; the
subject of sedimentary geology.

silicification - process by which original organic material is replaced by Si02(quartz).

stratigraphy - study of the form, classification, distribution, and chronology
of successive strata to determine the sedimentary geologic history
of an area.

stratum - a tabular layer of sedimentary material distinct from the units above.
and below; synonymous with bed.

terrace - a large bench or ledge on a slope between the valley floor and the uplands.

type section - a standard reference locality for one or more stratigraphic units
which shows most completely a geologic sequence and is the best
available exposure of those units; a starting point for stratigraphy.

vadose water - zone of aeration and undersaturation above the water table.



APPENDIX B

COMPOSITE GEOLOGIC SECTION
YELLOWHOUSE CANYON

LUBBOCK, TEXAS

Thomas w. Stafford Jr.

STRAT LITHOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION THICKNESS

5C Soil facies: on uplands the soil is
forming during and after 5B time; in the
valley bottoms 5C lies stratigraphically
above 5B. On the valley slopes at 41LU35,
5C contains numerous Neo-American Living
sites.

10 YR 3/3, dark brown, very fine to fine

20-30 cm

sand.

5B Paludal facies: dark green pebbly
silty clay and clayey fine sand with
numerous Bison bison bone beds; 1-5 cm
carbonate pebble/cobble bed at base;
restricted to valley bottoms.

5Y 4/1 dark gray.

1O-50cm

5A 7.5 YR 5/6, strong brown, fine sand. 50-70 cm

4C 10 YR 3/2, dark grayish brown, silty
fine sand.

20-40 cm

4B 10 YR 4/3, brown clayey fine sand with
CaC03 mottles (Cca) developed.

5 Y 6/2, light olive green, silty,
clayey fine sand with coarse sand to five rom
carbonate clasts in 10-15 cm beds.

50-100 cm

4A 30-70 cm

3C 10 YR 3/1, very dark green, clayey silt. 15-30 cm

3A/B 10 YR 7/1, light gray, clayey silt
to silty clay profusely burrowed (less than
1 mm in diameter).

80-120 em

2F 5 Y 5/3, olive, clay, fine to medium
sand with limonitic stains grading to a 20cm
in diameter colornite cobble bed towards the
canyon wall.

30-60 cm

2C 10 YR 2/1, black, clayey silt with 10-40%
calcified/silicified plant fragments (cienega).

10-40 cm



STRAT LITHOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION THICKNESS

2A/B 5 Y 3/1, very dark gray to 2.5 Y 6/2
light brown green, clay and clayey silt;
undifferentiated when wet. Diatomite (2A)
at base, white (dry).

80-200 cm

lA 2.5 Y 6/2, light brown gray, pebbly silty
medium sand.

30 cm

IB White medium sandy dolomite pebble,
cobble gravel.

20-40 cm

02 White, well-sorted and pebbly fine to
medium sand.

50-100 em

01 5 Y 6/4, pale olive, clayey fine sand. 150-250 cm

Bridwell 5 YR 5/6, yellowish red, silty fine to
medium sand.

50 em + base unexposed



Fig. 1 Location of Yellowhouse and Blackwater draws in relation
to the Llano Estacado





Fig. 2 Location of Lubbock Co. and the city of Lubbock on the
Southern High Plains
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Fig. 3 Location of Yellowhouse Draw and Canyon Lakes Project
within the city of Lubbock
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Fig 4 Cultural and Geological Sequence at the Lubbock Lake Site
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Figs. 5-7 Location of Backhoe trenches for Geologic Testing
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Fig. 8 Land modification area of Lake 1





Fig. 9 Land modification area of Lake 2
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Fig 10 Sample of a 25 x 25 meter square scatter plot from 41LU35
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Figs. 11-21 Artifacts recovered by collectors from sites in the
Canyon Lakes Project area
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Fig. 22 Generalized Geology of the Southern High Plains
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Fig. 23 Ground Water Table in Relation to the Modern Surface in
Yellowhouse Canyon
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Fig. 24 Cultural Resource Potential for Individual Strata in
Yellowhouse Canyon within the Canyon Lakes Project
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Fig. 25 Cultural Resource Potential across Yellowhouse Canyon
within the Canyon Lakes Project
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Fig. 26 Geologie Cross Section Demonstrating Curves of Canyon Walls
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Fig. 27 Paleotopographic map of 41LU35
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Fig. 28 Paleoindian Terrace at 41LU35
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